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“Acids & Bases”

Lesson 2: “Strengths of acids and Bases”

Inspire Chemistry
Module 17



Learning Outcomes:

◗ Relate the strength of an acid or base to its degree of ionization.

◗ Compare the strength of a weak acid with the strength of its 
conjugate base.

◗ Explain the relationship between the strengths of acids and bases 
and the values of their ionization constants.



Part 1
Acids and Bases
Lesson 2: Strengths of acids and bases

Learning objectives:

Define strong and weak acids using “Bronsted-Lowery model”.

Use ionization equations of acids to wrote the acidity constant equation Ka.



Focus Question

What makes an acid or base strong or weak?



New Vocabulary

strong acid 

weak acid 

acid ionization constant 

strong base 

weak base 

base ionization constant 



Review Vocabulary

electrolyte: an ionic compound whose aqueous 
solution conducts an electric current 

Remember: The hydrogen ion H+   and the hydronium ion H3O+ 

mean the same thing and are usually used interchangeably. 
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Starter Activity

If the Keq is    3.4 x10-9                At equilibrium, which is favored products 
or reactants?

What is the Keq for the following equilibrium?

AB                    A+ + B-⇌

𝐴 [𝐵]

[𝐴𝐵]

Reactants (A and B), because Keq < 1



Section 2 : 

Strength of 
Acids & Bases

(Keq)

!!REMEMBER!!



Quick Revision on Keq



Pages 98 & 99Strengths of Acids 

Strong Acid = More ions = High electrical conductivity

Weak Acid = Less ions = Low electrical conductivity



Strengths of Acids 

• Acids that ionize completely are called strong acids.

• Because they produce the maximum number of hydrogen ions, strong 
acids are good conductors of electricity.

• Acids that ionize only partially in dilute aqueous solutions are called 
weak acids. 



Strengths of Acids

• With a strong acid, the conjugate base is a weak base.

• Equilibrium lies almost completely to the right, because the conjugate base has a 
weaker attraction for the H+ ion than does the base in the forward reaction.

• Notice that the equation is shown with a single arrow to the right for strong acids. 
The reaction goes to completion (right).



• In a weak acid, the ionization equilibrium lies to the far left because the 
conjugate base has a greater attraction for H+ ions than does the base in the 
forward reaction.

• Notice that the equation is shown with equilibrium arrows for weak acids.

Strengths of Acids



Strengths of Acids



Neither strong nor weakD

Both strong and weakC

Only strong A

Only weakB

______ acids dissociate completely in aqueous solutions.1.

Quiz



Strengths of Acids

• The equilibrium constant, Keq, provides a measure of the degree of 
ionization of an acid.

• The acid ionization constant, Ka, is the value of the equilibrium constant 
expression for the ionization of a weak acid.

+ −
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[H O ][CN ]

[HCN][H O]
eqK

+ −
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[HCN]
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Strengths of Acids 

• Ka indicates whether products (Ions) or reactants(Acid) are favored (more) at 
equilibrium.

• For weak acids, the products tend to be smaller compared to the un-ionized 
molecules (reactant).

• Weaker acids have a smaller Ka.



weak baseD

strong baseC

weak acidB

strong acidA

In the equation below, CH3COOH is a ______.2.

Quiz



Practice Problems:





Answers: Applications



Learning Objectives

Define strong and weak bases using “Bronsted-Lowery model”.

Use ionization equations of bases to wrote the basicity constant 
equation Kb.

Part 2

Module 17: Acids and Bases
Lesson 2: Strengths of acids and bases



Strengths of Bases_Self Study_102

• A base that dissociates completely into 
metal ions and hydroxide ions is known 
as a strong base.

• A weak base ionizes only partially in 
dilute aqueous solution.



Strengths of Bases_103

• The base ionization constant, Kb, is the value of the equilibrium constant expression 
for the ionization of a base.

• For example, for Methylamine(CH3NH3) (Reaction is below in Table 6):

• The smaller the value of Kb , the weaker the base.

+ −

= 3 3

3 2

[CH NH ][OH ]

[CH NH ]
bK



Strengths of Bases_Page 103
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Quiz

ionization equationD

base ionization constantC

acid ionization constantB

equilibrium constantA

The expression shown below is the ______ 
for methylamine.

3.

+ −

3 3

3 2

[CH NH ][OH ]

[CH NH ]



Quiz

analineD

ammoniaC

methylamineB

ethylamineA

Which is the weakest base shown in the table below?4.



Page 103



Answers
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